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Tumbling Through the Rumble-Four Davs in Denver 
Contributed by Al Foote Ill 
I arrived in Denver early on Friday, February 20th. It had 
been 12 years since my last visit. I was surprised to dis-
cover that while Denver is the Mile High City, situated 
high in the Rocky Mountains, flat and arid, I didn't notice 
any difference in the air, aside from being much cleaner 
than my usual diet of Manhattan fumes. 
Geoffrey "Jefe" Kent, Coordinator of the Rumble in the 
Rockies, had invited TTW hopefuls to apply to serve as 
Teachers' Assistants at the workshop. We were told that 
we'd get the chance to teach a beginner class (a rare 
opportunity at regional or national workshops) and get 
some last minute feedback before TTW applications were 
due. Denver's own Andrea Dammerman, Deb Fialkow 
from Seattle, Sandy Van Bremen Cohen from Ogden, 
Utah, Brian LeTraunik from Chicago and I responded and 
were invited. 
Friday evening, following a tour of the Denver Center for 
the Performing Arts' newly renovated Tramway Building, 
where the workshop would be held, we had an "introduc-
tion to workshop pedagogy" class lead by FM Dale Girard 
and FD Dr. Aaron Anderson. Dale and Aaron reminded 
us that a ninety minute beginner level workshop class 
shouldn't be treated as the first class towards an SPT, nor 
should it be about trying to make the students perfect 
technicians. Rather, they explained, it should be a 'hook' 
to create interest in the art. I could see some mental les-
son plans being swiftly re-written (my own included)! 
Afterwards, the teachers (Jefe, Dale and Aaron, joined by 
Robert Westley and Angela Bonacasa), the TAs and a 
couple of the interns got together to discuss classes 
being taught and to go over some of the choreography 
we'd be working with over the weekend. 
Saturday morning we headed back to the Tramway 
Building for the first day of classes. Deb and Sandy led 
warm-ups, the highlight for me was when they had us on 
all fours, walking around backwards and shaking hands 
with each other between our legs. It's hard not to get your 
breath going when you're laughing that hard. 
The structure of the Rumble was arranged with duplica-
tion of most of the classes on both days, with the excep-
tion of a "4 Dummies" series, which was added this year. 
Classes in Footwork, Sword, Broadsword, 
Swashbuckling, Falling, Knife and Rapier & Dagger 4 
Dummies were all offered as absolute beginner classes 
for those with little to no stage combat training. After a 
two year hiatus during which DCPA's Tramway space 
underwent major renovations, a somewhat small, but 
loyal troupe of participants went through many, if not all, 
of these beginner classes. 
Other open and experienced level classes included 
Robert Westley's exploration of mask work and stage 
combat with "Hats & Swords," Dale Girard pushing the 
envelope of contact with "Fast & Furious & Hard" Angela 
Bonacasa's "Pool Noodle Battles" and Aaron Anderson's 
stage laido of "Samurai Swordsmanship." Needless to 
say, there was a little something for everyone. 
First up on Saturday, I assisted Ms. Bonacasa with 
Footwork 4 Dummies. Angela has been re-examining her 
approach to teaching footwork and how to make it work 
kinesiologically to reduce pain and injuries. Before long 
the students were gliding across the floor and learning 
good partnering skills through give and take. 
After my one free period of the weekend it was my turn to 
teach Broadsword 4 Dummies. Seeing that most of my 
class had moved from Angela's footwork class, through 
Andrea Dammerman's Sword 4 Dummies class to me, I 
touched briefly on what they had covered before moving 
on and ending with a piece of choreography complete 
with croises and requisite head slashes! 
Finally, I had the pleasure of assisting Dale with his afore-
mentioned Fast & Furious & Hard class. This class was 
a culmination of his Landing the Blow and Fast & Furious 
classes which he'd taught earlier. In this class, Dale 
addressed two areas of exploration. First, the use of 
longer "eastern-style" phrasing in which the individual 
move has little intrinsic value, much like one chord of 
music within a phrase. Second , Dale explored the use of 
contact strikes to non-traditional targets, like the pectorals 
and the trapezius as well as a kick to the latissimus dor-
sai. I'll add that while his dead-on kick to my neck was 
perfectly placed and soft as you please, he did not teach 
it to the students at large. 
continued on page 2 
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Saturday night there was a Rocky Mountain Regional 
meeting at the Rialto Cafe, where we took over the bar 
with great success. Regional Representative Sandy Van 
Bremen Cohen reported that many of the questions and 
concerns raised by her constituents had to do with 
access to the SAFD website and dues payment. 
Sunday morning Sandy and Deb again led the warm-ups, 
but were very cognizant of the sore muscles that were 
being felt. I started my Sunday assisting Mr. Westley with 
his Wild Broadsword class. Robert attempted to guide 
the students away from the "two expert swordsmen fac-
ing each other down" style of fighting which does not 
serve every script, director or actor. His use of visceral 
moves that eschewed "clean" technique helped to tell the 
story of two people who in Robert's words "really hate 
each other." 
Next up was Mr. Kent's Gratuitous Knife Kills class. 
While Jefe's kills were all wonderfully gratuitous, Aaron 
Anderson stabbing Robert Westley in the groin, into a lift 
into a back-breaker was by far the MOST gratuitous thing 
I've seen in quite a while. If you want to talk about a class 
with a 'hook' to get people into stage combat, this had it 
all - humor, nasty kills and playing with knives. That just 
about sums it all up! 
After lunch I spent the afternoon assisting Mr. Anderson. 
First, his Samurai Swordsmanship class. He granted the 
whole class temporary black-belt status as we all learned 
how to tie on an obi and how to properly wear the katana. 
Aaron walked us through a variety of sword draws, cuts, 
re-sheathings and the necessary chiburi (shaking the 
blood off the blade). By the end, the whole class was 
"hai-ing" and "yo-ing" with fervor and cutting at each 
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other with steely-eyed determination. 
Lastly, whip class! Aaron got everyone cracking with a 
very low "ouch" count. The class mastered the circus 
crack and the circle crack and many were able to work in 
the figure 8 crack and started getting multiple cracks. 
Finally he pulled out a 10-foot and a 12-foot whip and 
showed us how those monsters work. 
Monday morning I headed back to the airport. I must 
give big props to Denver Airport's branch of the TSA- first 
EVER to question my taking a bullwhip in my carry-on 
luggage. I still got to take it on in carry-on, but it's the first 
time they've ever pulled it out and checked with a super-
visor. Of course, he was a kinda grizzled lookin' older 
guy who said, "Nice bullwhip. I've got one that's about 15 
years old." Gave the OK and off I went. Thank goodness 
for being in rodeo country! 
I want to thank Jefe for inviting me out to Denver. It was 
an excellent learning experience and the opportunity to 
have my work critiqued before the TTW this summer was 
invaluable. I also want to thank Jefe's top-notch interns, 
Benaiah Anderson (head intern), Matthew Ellis, Dave 
Blumenstock who all did excellent work getting the 
weapons distributed and working with odd-numbered stu-
dents. Also, an extra special thanks to intern Amanda 
Ennis, who was the assistant in my broadsword class 
and was an excellent extra pair of eyes. 
If you have the chance next year, head out to Denver for 
the Rumble in the Rockies. The air is clean, the people 
are friendly and there's a lot of fun to be had. 
Fourth Annual Philadelphia Cheesesteak Gives 
Rise to 'The PhillV Four' 
Contributed by John Bellomo 
The 4th Annual Philadelphia Stage Combat Workshop, hosted by The University of the Arts, was a big success. The 
teaching staff was a reunion of sorts, with John McFarland, Chuck Coyl, and Jeff Jones returning to join local teach-
ers, Charles Conwell, Ian Rose, and myself. And this year welcomed Certified Teacher Robert Westley, now living in 
Philadelphia, to his first appearance at the workshop. 
Classes were taught in Hat Mask & Sword, Rapier & Cloak, Aikido for the Stage, Crate Hook, Falling and Rolling, 
Mambo Italiano, Toelhoffer Broadsword, Fighting Bound, Epee for the Stage, as well as several beginner and advanced 
classes in Rapier & Dagger, Broadsword, and Smallsword. 
Next year's dates are October 16th and 17th and will see a return of locals John Bellomo, Charles Conwell, Ian Rose, 
and Robert Westley (hereafter known as The Philly Four), as well as four brand new visiting Certified Teachers, Fight 
Directors or Fight Masters. Check www.philascw.org sometime in the middle of the summer for further developments. 
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Record Numbers at the Ninth Annual Winter Wonderland 
Made the Coldest WWW the Honest Year to Date 
Contributed by John Tovar 
Chicago's bitter low temperatures didn't stop the Ninth Annual Winter Wonderland Workshop from being a huge suc-
cess. 88 participants, from Florida to Washington state, and a 28 member staff all met this year over Superbowl week-
end to take part in the biggest SAFD regional workshop in country. Capacity enrollment at the workshop meant, unfor-
tunately, some people had to be turned away on the morning of Friday, January 29. But for those lucky enough to get 
in the door, much fun awaited. 
WWW classes are set up for four levels of enrollment: Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, and Open. In total, an incred-
ible 63 classes were offered, with only two classes repeating over the weekend (Richard Ryan's The Battlefields of 
Troy - Sword & Shield, and Geoff Kent's Western Gun Tricks). This year, being a TTW year, three candidates were 
invited to join the staff, teach some classes, and be evaluated by certified instructors. Weapons forged by Lewis Shaw 
and Rogue Steel went like hot cakes to those lucky enough to be first in line and Maestro Boushey gathered quite a 
crowd to promote his stunt workshop. 
All in all, the WWW exceeded expectations. What's in store for next year? Hopefully, another space will be available 
at Columbia College to house even more classes, which means more enrollment slots . And Neil, who will be taking 
over as coordinator, will be carefully looking through the evaluation sheets that were passed out in order to make the 
Winter Wonderland Workshop even better. 
• FM David Boushey 
• FM Chuck Coyl 
• FM Richard Raether 
• FM Richard Ryan 
• FM David Woolley 
The Ninth Annual Winter Wonderland Workshop Staff 
• FD John Bellomo 
• FD Charles Conwell 
• FD Michael Johnson 
• FD k Jenny Jones 
• FD Geoff Kent 
• FD Robin McFarquhar 
• FD Nick Sandys 
Coordinator: John McFarland 
Asst. Coordinator: Neil Massey 
• CT Angela Bonacasa 
• CT Stephen Gray 
• CT Neil Massey 
• CT Lewis Shaw 
• CT Paul Steger 
• CT DC Wright 
• TA Jacki Blakeney 
• TA Robert Hamilton 
• TA John Tovar 
• BASSC CT Cameron Kendrick 
Please Contribute 
• Intern Bill Benton 
• Intern Glenese Hand 
• Intern Andey Merrill 
• Intern Justine Turner 
• Intern Sandy Van 
Bremen-Cohen 
Attending an SAFD regional workshop? Please share your experience with those who couldn't make it - it's quick and 
easy! Email or call the Cutting Edge with the following information: 
• A little background information about you, the participant and SAFD member 
• Basic stats such as location, numbers in attendance, teaching staff 
• Sampling of classes offered 
• Personal and overall favorite classes and workshop highlights 
• Helpful suggestions for members considering attending in the future (travel, lodging, weather, etc.) 
The information can be written in either third person, or first person format [e.g. Arctic Journal Day 48 - I've just eaten 
my brother ... it took the better part of a week, but I did it.] 
Workshop Coordinators: Be your own best PR source and contact the CE after your workshop with a brief rundown of 
how it went - feedback, what was great, what might be different the following year, etc. 
Many thanks to John Bellomo, Al Foote Ill and John Tovar for contributing workshop experiences/information this 
issue from The Cheesesteak, The Rumble and Winter Wonderland. We are looking for reports on the Virginia Beach 
Bash and The Boil for the upcoming issue of the Cutting Edge. And yes, Virginia , multiple reports will be merrily accept-
ed and printed. 
The Cutting Edge Staff would like to thank people who have offered to proof and copy edit, we are set in this depart-
ment. We are now most interested in soliciting what members wish to put to paper and share with the organization 
regarding the business, dealings and experiences within our business. Contact email address is 
cuttingedge@safd.org, contact phone number is 206-781-8348 (Deb Fialkow, Co-Editor). 
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Contributed by Deb Fialkow 
Neil Massev ... 
... in the Spotlight 
An SAFD Certified Teacher, the SAFD Certified Teacher Representative, Owner of Rogue Steel, and the new 
Coordinator of the Winter Wonderland Workshop, Neil Massey has been a strong contributor in the growth of the SAFD 
and stage combat. 
A Brief Bio: 
Neil grew up on a farm in Maryland. Although he began acting as a senior in high school, he enrolled at Virginia Tech 
with the intention of pursuing a degree in mechanical engineering. Ultimately he graduated with a BA in theatre. After 
college, he moved around, touring, and ended up in Ohio, working at Blue Jacket Outdoor Drama in the summer, and 
at the Cincinnati Playhouse during the off season. In 1986, he met his future wife, Kim, an actor at Blue Jacket, and 
Associate Producer. They were both 21. After working jobs in Ohio, Florida and many places in between, they made 
a permanent move to Chicago in 1996. From 1996-2001 Neil found his way to becoming an SAFD Certified Teacher, 
receiving his certification in July 2001. He also started his own business Rogue Steel, created high quality, mid-priced, 
stage worthy steel weapons. Tragically, on January 1st, 2003, Kim Massey passed away after a year long battle with 
kidney cancer. One year later, Neil was elected SAFD Certified Teacher Representative, and transitioned into the posi-
tion of Coordinator for the Chicago Winter Wonderland Workshop. It was after this event that I had the opportunity to 
catch up with Neil, and ask him a few questions about himself, his involvement with the SAFD and stage combat in 
general. 
Regarding when and how he began his involvement with stage combat: 
In bits and pieces. Originally, performing as an actor. Early on, many shows had combat, if not swords, then unarmed. 
The university he attended didn't offer stage combat as class, the movement teacher handled it. Then, doing summer 
theatre, working with Fight Directors (some SAFD) such at Randy Bailey, Mark Guinn, and first and foremost, Dan 
Carter. Through Blue Jacket, he completed his SAFD basic training, was Fight Captain, assisted in Fight Direction;, 
and then in 1988, began Fight Direction for Blue Jacket. After making the move to Chicago, Neil found breaking into 
the Chicago theater scene to be difficult as an Equity actor. He signed with a commercial agent, which yielded some 
industrials and commercial work. During the summers he continued to work at Blue Jacket. He viewed himself prima-
rily an actor, and not a clear path to instructing or directing, however, through stage combat he had gained skills and 
physical awareness as a performer - and discovered a happy union. Between 1996 and 2001 his direct involvement 
with the SAFD increased. He participated in the Advanced in Vegas in 1997, attended regional workshops, interned at 
the intermediate in 2000, was offered a teaching opportunity at the 2001 Winter Wonderland and was accepted into 
the July 2001 TTW. 
Regarding the upcoming 2004 TTW- although it looks to be quite different than 2001, any thoughts from per-
sonal experience to share with the potential 2004 CTs? 
To keep in mind the TTW is what it is: a three week training intensive, yes, but they don't make people teachers. It 
involves group dynamics, what individuals have done to prepare as teachers, and where they go afterwards. For those 
people who find it difficult to invest heavily, it will be good challenge, to prove to themselves they can do this intense 
kind of training. And they will form a community with colleagues, bonds that may last personally and professionally 
throughout their lives. He still remembers Drew's email to applicants who have been accepted into the 2001 TTW: 
'Think about what you're doing, you are making a commitment to the Society. You're picking up the torch and carrying 
it forward. Becoming a Certified Teacher is just part of it, the Society's commitment to you, moving the Society forward 
- whatever that may mean, however it may take shape - is your commitment in return to the Society.' 
Regarding his recent journey to London to work with and teach for the BASSC - what was the outcome of 
those experiences? 
Adding tools to the toolbox, as it were - an opportunity for more applications of skills and knowledge. And a chance to 
show knowledge of the basics - definitions, techniques and so on. Neil met Richard Ryan at the Paddy Crean in DC 
at the Shaw Festival (where he partnered with John Bellomo in broadsword). He interned at the NSCW in 2000 with 
Bret Yount, and they advanced to the TTW together. In 2003 worked with both Bret and Richard at RADA, Marymount 
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University, and City Lit. 
Regarding when and how he started forging/creating weapons: 
Neil forged/created his first weapon in 1995, He wanted to have some weapons of his own, so he bought a few blades, 
went home to the family farm in Maryland, and made a couple broadswords. The hilts were constructed from salvaged 
farm equipment parts; the grips from wood from a walnut tree on the property; and the cross guards were constructed 
from an old K-bar. A little on the heavy side, but durable. During summer classes, Neil found students asking about 
acquiring their own weapons. The options for them at the time were either cheap or quite expensive. Neil saw a poten-
tial niche - quality mid range, stage worthy weapons. He knew basic metal work and how to weld from growing up on 
the farm (and a background in mechanical engineering), and enough about modern technology to keep costs down. 
He also had the good fortune to learn about medieval metallurgy from Dr. Allen Williams while at the Wallace in London 
some years prior .. He made some daggers, showed them around, and orders started coming in. 
Regarding Rogue Steel: 
Rogue Steel was incorporated in 1998, as a part time venture. In 1999 Rogue Steel received its first university order, 
and by early 2000 had grown to a full time business. At present, Rogue Steel offers a variety of 'standard' Rapiers, 
Daggers, Small Swords, and Broadswords - which can be ordered specially, directly and online (www.roguesteel.com). 
Neil would like to see further expansion, more variety, adding shields, bucklers, and leather work. He is also interest-
ed in getting a dedicated space, moving the business and shop out of his basement and garage. When asked about 
selling the business in order to continue working without the grind. of running a business his response was, "but who 
would be foolish enough to buy and run such a business?" 
Regarding running a business like Rogue Steel: 
The plus side of running his own business is that he's his own boss - he sets his own schedule. The down side is the 
paperwork, the ordering, which can be tedious and round the clock, "It's difficult to 'leave work' when it's located in your 
home, there's always something you could be doing." 
On taking on apprentices: 
Neil's had apprentices work for him, and anybody's welcome to visit to see what the work is like - people should know 
this is not forging with an anvil. His requirements include commitment and basic skills - such as community college 
classes in basic welding and metalwork .. Bill Benton, one of Rat's students, will be working with Neil after Blue Jacket 
this year. 
Regarding being transitioned into the Winter Wonderland Workshop Coordinator position this year, and 
thoughts about WWW 2005: 
Neil would like to continue to make the WWW what it has been - offering variety and fun - but would like to smooth 
things out, and examine what the addition of another classroom space potentially has to offer the workshop (for exam-
ple, increasing the volume of the workshop, which makes it more complex.) This year there were 28 staff members 
(bigger than the staff for the NSCW!), yet the class sizes remained small - 12 to 16 - allowing for individual attention, 
which is an important feature of the WWW. 
Regarding advice to members working interested in developing new regional workshops: 
Offer variety, listen to feedback, use the evaluation sheets. 
On being elected CT representative: 
He's currently working with Geoff Kent on expanding continuing education opportunities for Certified Teachers. There 
is a kind of mini- 'fight directors camp', which precedes the NSCW. They're exploring ideas about how to either expand 
that, or create other possible regional, or national, continuing education forums/opportunities. 
Lastly, specific goals he would like to see realized between now and this time next year: 
Neil expressed an interest in "getting a grasp on things" business-wise - working on organization and streamlining 
things. It has been a long year, an intense journey. January 2004 marked the first full year without Kim .. Neil credits 
the Rainbow Hospice with assisting him throughout this year, offering tremendous support and counseling. He also 
credits Drew Fracher with timely phone calls reminding him he has friends and work - and working is good. He is busy 
and in demand, hopes to make it to the Boil in April and to weapons night at Vegas this July. Due to the demands of 
running his business, Neil has time to fight direct only once or twice a year, and has had little time to teach. But he's 
happy doing what he's doing: "The journey is more important than the destination." 
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The Annual Rocky Mountain 
Regional Meeting took place 
February 21st at the Rialto Cafe in 
Denver, in the company of the teach-
ing staff and participants of the 
Rumble in the Rockies. In atten-
dance were Kat Michels, Kira Schlitt, 
Melissa Ruchong, Erin Ramsey, 
Jayme Green, Rumble intern David 
Blumentstock, Rumble TA Andrea 
Dammerman, and NW Regional Rep 
and Cutting Edge Co-Editor Deb 
Fialkow. Questions were tackled 
concerning dues, requirements to 
qualify for A/AC status, website, 
updating and keeping their contact 
information current, communication 
and encouragement to keep in touch 
with me about projects, questions, 
thoughts and needs. The small, but 
active group of Rocky Mountain 
members (the majority of which are 
Denver locals and students of Geoff 
Kent's) had many questions about 
the national and regional workshops 
held by the SAFD. Many of those 
present had questions in regard to 
working toward the TTW Topics 
also addressed were pertaining to 
interning at the various workshops 
around the country, the concern of 
renewing weapons in regions with-
out certified teachers and how to 
organize mini-workshops with CT's 
from outside the region. Please con-
tact me with follow-up questions. 
The Rumble in the Rockies work-
shop, created and coordinated by 
Geoff Kent is an incredible benefit to 
the Rocky Mountain Region, as is 
Mr. Kent. The Denver Center,s 
newly renovated facilities are beauti-
Regional Reports 
fut and we are thankful for DCPAC's 
generosity in hosting this event. I'm 
sure that all of our members are elat-
ed with the return of the Rumble in 
the Rockies. If you have any ques-
tions please feel free to contact me 
via email at RMRegRep@safd.org 
or call me at 801-791-7502. Plan on 
next year's annual meeting to take 
place at the Rumble in the Rockies 
workshop. 
This summer, Utah Musical Theatre 
will be producing Zorro. Fight Master 
Drew Fracher will be directing and 
choreographing and Certified 
Teachers Paul Steger and John 
Bellomo and Actor/Combatant 
Andrea Roberston (nee 
Dammerman) will be acting in the 
production. If you are going to be 
working in the Rocky Mountain 
Region please drop me a line! 
- Sandy Van Bremen Cohen 
Billings, Montana 
This past September/October 
Jayme Green played Gary 
Lejuene/Roger Tramplemain in 
Noises Off! using his stage combat 
skills to fall down a flight of stairs 
every night without killing himself. 
Soon he will begin work choreo-
graphing MacBeth for his alma 
mater. 
Denver, Colorado 
Andrea (Dammerman) Robertson 
will be teaching and assisting at the 
Rumble in the Rockies in February. 
She is directing and choreographing 
Robin Hood (8 fights and great fun) 
at the Community College of Aurora 
where she teaches theatre. Andrea 
is continuing to assist Geoff Kent 
with his classes in Denver. This past 
July, Andrea was awarded best 
female actor combatant for the 
Intermediate Actor Combatant 
Workshop in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
Geoffrey Kent recently completed 
runs as Laertes in Hamlet, Don John 
in Much Ado About Nothing (both 
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with Colorado Shakespeare 
Festival) and the Beast in Belle and 
the Beast. He is currently performing 
in an adaptation of Roald Dahl's The 
BFG at the Arvada Center. Ongoing 
National Theatre Conservatory and 
SPT classes continue as well as the 
return of the regional workshop, The 
Rumble in the Rockies ( completed 
by the time you read this). Latest 
fight Direction includes Richard Ill, 
MacBeth and Flaming Guns of the 
Purple Sage. Jefe's website, 
www.thefightguy.com, is always 
under construction. 
Gia Mora has kept busy working on 
four shows since November: Heidi at 
Walden Family Playhouse, Last 
Summer At Bluefish Cove at Theatre 
Group, The Women at Arvada 
Center, and doing several different 
plays at the Denver Museum of 
Nature and Science. She is current-
ly at the Museum doing twelve 
shows a week and The Women, 
which runs eight shows. 
Terry Kroenung is choreographing 
A View From the Bridge at the 
University of Northern Colorado and 
consulting on Longmont Theatre 
Company's The Lion in Winter. His 
group A Taste of Shakespeare is 
beginhing work on As You Like It 
and MacBeth for the summer. He's 
fight director for both and is directing 
the latter. Terry is also writing a play 
about the Black Death and Hundred 
Years' War, full of fights. 
Ogden, Utah 
Sandy Van Bremen Cohen recent-
ly finished playing Helena in a run of 
A Midsummer Night's Dream at 
Weber State University. She also 
choreographed all the violence 
needed for this production. Sandy 
taught an introduction to unarmed 
stage combat in November for the 
Weber State students. In February, 
she will be teaching and assisting at 
the Rumble in the Rockies. 










The Annual Meeting of the Region 
took place at the Winter Wonderland 
Workshop on January 30, 2004. 
Seventeen members of the Society 
gathered for the meeting. By con-
sensus, the longest discussion 
focused on communication issues. 
Members want to see notice of 
upcoming SPT's or renewal tests 
early enough that they might 
arrange to join the testing group, in 
order to expand and/or maintain cur-
rency. 
FM Woolley suggested that a 
greater use of the safd.org website's 
bulletin board would promote the 
Society's goals as well as those of 
individual members. Audition 
notices, workshop announcements 
and discussions on topics of interest 
to the membership could get good 
exposure there. Mr. Woolley also 
responded to questions about our 
status with professional unions and 
producing organizations: 
• Actors Equity supports the SAFD's 
efforts to promote safety in the work-
place. 
• FD Scot Mann is leading the 
Society's effort to cooperate with 
AEA in future contract negotiations. 
Contact him if you are a member of 
the SAFD and AEA. 
•SSDC has declined to represent 
fight directors in contract negotia-
tions, but AGMA (American Guild of 
Musical Artists--a union serving 
opera and related fields) has shown 
some interest. 
Regional Reports 
• FM Ryan called for greater net-
working among regional representa-
tives in the effort to keep communi-
cation flowing. 
Regional rep Jim Stark asked for 
input on the following questions 
[Answers given at the meeting 
appear bracketed after to each 
item.]: 
• Is the Society actively pursuing its 
stated purpose? [Yes.] 
• In what efforts is the Society most 
and least successful? FOODFIGHT 
is a great idea: why is it so hard to 
get a related event produced? [The 
expense of a performance venue 
and crew are often prohibitive, and 
professional schedules interfere with 
plans for benefit work.] 
• What parts of the Great Lakes 
region are underserved by Society 
programs? [Wisconsin (outside the 
SE corner) and Ohio (outside the 
SW corner.)] 
• If there were to be another sanc-
tioned workshop in the region, what 
location and what time of year would 
best serve the membership? [No 
conclusive responses.] 
I am very pleased to see the 
increase in training opportunities in 
the Great Lakes region. New work-
shops appear and find more demand 
than they can supply. It's clear that 
we're having a positive impact on the 
theatrical community in our region. 
Please note the upcoming events --
benefits, workshops, performances 
and high-profile appearances of 
SAFD members. Let's support and 
congratulate our colleagues. 
Thanks to all who participated. If 
you were unable to attend the meet-
ing but have some thoughts on the 
above topics, please let me know. 
Sincerely, 
Jim Stark 
Bruce Cromer (CT/FD) reports: 
"Drew Fracher is currently serving 
as FD. for the Human Race 
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Theatre's production of Of Mice and 
Men, with myself as Slim (and Fight 
Captain) and John McFarland as 
Lennie." 
Paul Dennhardt (CT/FD) "I was cer-
tified as a teacher of the Alexander 
Technique by the Urbana Center for 
the Alexander Technique and am 
now a teaching member of the 
American Society for the Alexander 
Technique (AmSAT). I am currently 
directing violence for the ISU pro-
ductions of Roosters and Caucasian 
Chalk Circle, and am doing move-
ment consulting on The Marriage of 
Figaro. In April I will assist Fight 
Master David Leong on Cyrano de 
Bergerac at The Shakespeare 
Theatre in Washington DC. I'll then 
direct violence for Hamlet at the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival in 
June/July." 
k Jenny Jones (CT/FD - in atten-
dance at the WWW) "The second 
PBR workshop was full before we 
could even publicize it!." Interested 
AA/Cs can contact k Jenny about 
attending future PBRs in Cincinnati, 
OH. 
Neil Massey (CT/FD) reports that 
the Winter Wonderland Workshop 
January 30-February 1, was the 
biggest ever, with international par-
ticipation, a staff of 28, 88 students 
in 63 classes and 9 renewal tests 
and a meeting of the regional mem-
bership. 
Angela Bonacasa (CT) is currently 
in the midst of Single Sword and 
Unarmed classes at Roosevelt 
University, Rapier and Dagger and 
Unarmed classes at The Actor's 
Gymnasium, and a mini Single 
Rapier workshop at Northwestern 
University. She taught at the Winter 
Wonderland Workshop (including 
Pirate Pool Noodle Battles-Aargh!), 
and the Rumble in the Rockies. On 
the Fight Direction end of things, she 
choreographed Macbeth at the 
College of DuPage, and headed out 
continued on page 10 
June 11-25, 2004 
National Fight Directors Training 
Program Celebration Barn Theatre, 
South Paris, Maine 
For more information: Carol Brett at (207) 743-8452, J. 
Allen Suddeth at nyfgtdirctr@aol.com, 
or www.safd.org 
Fight Director Training Workshop 
This unique, world-class workshop allows you to study 
the art of fight direction in a real world scenario. 
Choreography, research, rehearsal, collaboration, battle 
scenes, gun safety, film technique as well as the business 
end of show business will stretch you to do your best. 
Participants choreograph performers in scenes from all 
periods in theatrical history, from tragedy to comedy, 
modern to period, as well as direct a short video piece. 
This workshop is not geared for beginners, but for 
those with several years of training and experience. 
Instructors: J. Allen Suddeth and Richard Raether 
FDW applicants please include a resume, and 2 letters of recom-
mendation. 
Actor Ensemble Workshop 
Enhance your performance skills with classes focusing 
on physical theater, combat techniques, and the process 
of blending character with performance. Students work 
on a different scene each day, in collaboration with stu-
dent choreographers and directors, which are video-
taped and critiqued each night. A public performance of 
selected scenes closes the workshop each year. Physical 
performers of all types are encouraged to apply! 
Instructor: Mark Olsen; and Staff 
AEW applicants please include a photo and resume, 
and SPT certificates if applicable. 
Directors Workshop 
Last year we successfully instituted a new program to 
train directors in the art of crafting scenes of violence. 
These individuals get the opportunity to direct a new 
scene each day, collaborate on a video, and co-direct the 
final performance. They also have the freedom to 
attend any, or all of the daily lectures given to either 
actors or fight directors. The ability to work quickly, 
and collaborate to block, polish, and create theater in 
different styles and settings is stressed during the 10 to 
12 workshop projects. 
Instructor: A.C. Weary, and Staff 
DW applicants please include a resume, and letter of intent. 
The 25th Annual Societv ol American Fight Directors 
~ionaf ~t«c:Je T;omliat 6Werksli'Oj's 
July 5-23, 2004 
SAFD and North Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-Salem, NC 
For more information, contact Dale Girard at ssisc@safd.org or 336-734-2834. To register, or for questions 
regarding registration, please contact the NCSA S~ Session Office of Admissions at (336) 770-3290 or at 
admission~ncarts.edu 
Summer Session: Introduction to Stage Combat 
The Summer Session: Introduction to Stage Combat (SSISC) is a fast-paced, three-week intensive program focusing on familiar-
izing high school and college students with the essential requirements for performing safe, effective stage combat. Covering a large 
variety of weapon styles, the Summer Session will focus on primary skills development and not the SAFD skills testing offered at 
other workshops. As one of only three stage combat training programs in the United States granted National Workshop status by 
the Society of American Fight Directors, the SSISC is the only such program offering both high school and college credit. Based 
on application materials, students will be placed into appropriate class groupings that will offer their best potential of growth and 
development. 
SSISC Coordinators: Dale Anthony Girard and Richard Raether 
Supervising Faculty: J. Allen Suddeth 
Additional Faculty TBA 
July 12-30, 2004 
SAFD and University of Nevada-Las Vegas 
College of Fine Arts, 
Department of Theatre 
For more information: Linda McCollum at 
(702) 895-3662 or www.safd.org 
Actor I Combatant Workshop 
Train in the foundation skills of Stage Combat. World-
class industry professionals teach techniques in Rapier 
& Dagger, Unarmed, and Broadsword. Participants will 
also receive introductory instruction in other weapon 
styles. Participants may opt to take an adjudicated Skills 
Proficiency Test at the end of the Workshop. 
Instructors: Brian Byrnes, Chuck Coy!, Erik Fredricksen, and 
additional instructors TBA. Instructors are subject to change. 
Intermediate Actor/ Combatant Workshop 
An Intermediate level workshop designed for perform-
ers who wish to build onto their existing knowledge of 
stage combat. Participants will study weapon styles not 
offered at the beginning level (These weapons may be, 
but are not limited to: Knife, Sword & Shield, and 
Smallsword). In addition, participants will be introduced 
to other stage combat techniques not culminating in an 
SAFD Skills Proficiency Test (specific disciplines to be 
determined). Participants may opt to take renewals and 
adjudicated Skills Proficiency Tests at the workshop. 
IACW Coordinator: Brian Byrnes 
IACW Instructors: Brian Byrnes, Chuck Coy!, Erik Fredricksen, 
and additional instructors TBA. Instructors are subject to change. 
Additional materials are required to apply. Please refer to 
www.SAFD.org for details, or contact Brian Byrnes at 
BByrnes@UH.edu or (713) 7 43-1788 
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to Massachusetts in December to 
choreograph Othello at the 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst. She is currently working 
on Cyrano de Bergerac at Oakton 
Community College. 
Tom Carr (AA/C) has recently 
passed SPT's in Single Sword and 
Broadsword under Angela 
Bonacasa's tutelage. He will be 
choreographing the violence in a 
production of Macbeth this April and 
was the movement coach for a pro-
duction of Waiting for Godot at 
Elmhurst College. 
John Tovar (AA/C) recently interned 
at the Winter Wonderland 
Workshop. John also taught classes 
in Stance and Footwork, Contact 
Unarmed Strikes, and Intro to 
Quarterstaff. John was hired as the 
male understudy for The Noble Fool 
Theater at Pheasant Run's produc-
tion of The Underpants. John recent-
ly assisted with CT Angela 
Bonacasa's Broadsword SPT class 
and is currently assisting CT Angela 
Bonacasa's Rapier & Dagger class 
at The Actor's Gymnasium in 
Evanston, IL and is currently assist-
ing CT Angela Bonacasa and FM 
Chuck Coyl at Roosevelt University 
in Chicago, where they are teaching 
classes in Unarmed and Single 
Sword. 
Brian LeTraunik (AA/C) co-taught a 
class at the Actor's Gymnasium with 
AA/C John Tovar and CT Angela 
Bonacasa. He choreographed The 
Golem for Chicago Jewish Theatre 
and will serve as a TA at the Rumble 
in the Rockies in Denver in February 
of 2004. 
Elizabeth Ritchie (A/C) The March 
Madness Stage Combat Workshop 
will be held on March 13-14, 2004 in 
Cincinnati , OH at the Cincinnati 
Ballet. The two-day intensive work-
shop will offer a host of classes for a 
wide range of skill. This is the first 
Regional Workshop to be open to 
students of all skill levels. Some of 
the teachers include: Gina Cerimele-
Regional Reports 
Mechley, (CT;) Michael Johnson, 
(CT/FD,) Bruce Cromer (CT/FD) and 
Andrew Hayes (CT.) We will also be 
auctioning off a Neil Massy Dagger 
and a Free Slot in next years March 
Madness, and possibly more. The 
cost for the two day workshop is 
$150.00 with single day rates avail-
able. See Clear Stage Cincinnati's 
website--clearstageci nci n nati. com--
or email us directly at marchmad-
ness@zoomtown .com with any 
questions or comments. 
David Schmidt (A/C) recently 
announced the completion of the 
first feature film by Sword & Cloak 
Prod. The movie, Sword of Hearts, 
is an action-filled Elizabethan adven-
ture shot on location at The Bristol 
Renaissance Faire and the castle at 
The Stronghold Retreat Center. The 
cast includes many SAFD members 
and students, inc: Ron Scot Fry, Matt 
Harding, Amy Harmon, Brenda Kelly, 
and Greg Larson. Choreography 
was provided by the director, stunt 
coordinator Heath Denikas, and 
members of the SOH Fight Cast. 
For more information, please see 
their website at: www.swordand-
cloak.com. 
Dennis R. Henneman, Ph.D. 
(Friend) "I choreographed the physi-
cal farce elements for Youngstown 
State University's production of 
Michael Frayn's Noises Off which 
had a successful run this past 
November. I also directed that pro-
duction. We are currently preparing 
to go into rehearsal of George 
Walker's Zastrozzi , directed and 
choreographed by Guest Artist 
David "Pops" Doersch. Zastrozzi will 
run March 25-28 and April 2-4, 2004 
on the Youngstown State University 
campus." 
Kateri Kline-Johnson (Friend) 
"Had a surprising number of 
"Introduction to Stage combat" work-
shops for high schools and commu-
nity colleges during November and 
December. Am currently working on 
the ballet, Romeo and Juliet for west 
THE ' l"IN'G EDGE 
Michigan's Creative Arts Repertory 
Ensemble, acting as combat coordi-
nator. I will get a week break then 
start rehearsals with the Grand 
Rapids Civic Theatre production Of 
Mice and Men, creating more vio-
lence." 
Kathrynne Rosen (Friend) "I just 
got back from TA'ing for Tony Wolf at 
a few workshops teaching his stage 
combat system to some actors & re-
enactors in London, and some stu-
dents at Oxford university. "The 
Babes With Blades benefit will be 
Wednesday, March 31 at The Four 
Moon Tavern, (773-929-6666). The 
Tavern will donate a portion of the 
proceeds from the bar during the 
hours of 7PM-9PM, and we will be 
having raffles and such all evening. 
All people need to do is show up and 
have a few drinks/some food and 
they will be helping out the company. 
"March 6 I will be going to 
Washington DC, along with Dawn 
Alden of BWB, to present a seminar 
at the National Museum of Women 
in the Arts-- Role Models series. Our 
presentation will concentrate on 
women in the specialized niche of 
Stage Combat in the entertainment 
industry." 
From Around the Country 
Manhattan, KS 
Benaiah Anderson (A/C) made the 
return from interning at the Rumble 
in the Rockies back to Kansas with-
out event, just in time to work on the 
fights for Face on the Barroom Floor. 
He is also working on the combat for 
Ebony Theatre's production of Flyin' 
West, a play set in Nicodemus, 
Kansas near the turn of the 20th 
Century. Nicodemus was mostly 
populated by freed slaves and their 
descendents and Flyin' West deals 
with conflicts they experienced from 
within and without their community. 
Benaiah is also deeply involved in 
production meetings and Fight 
Choreography preparation for 
THE CU'17"JNG EDGE 
Macbeth which will begin rehearsing 
March 1st - he is also performing as 
Malcolm. The faculty of K-State have 
been very supportive of his efforts for 
the department, and are rewarding 
his past years' efforts with a scholar-
ship with which to attend the work-
shop of his choice this summer. 
Seattle, WA 
Geof Alm (FD/CT) was the Fight 
Director for Seattle Opera's produc-
tion of Carmen and the Seattle 
Children's Theatre's production of 
The Lion, The Witch and The 
Wardrobe. He was also the "mainte-
nance" Fight Director for the Seattle 
Rep/Steppenwolf co-production of 
The Time of Your Life. 
Rob Jones (A/C) recently choreo-
graphed the violence for A Theater 
Under the Influence's production of 
Blasted. 
Kerry Christianson (A/C) recently 
dance choreographed middle school 
production of Footloose (and sur-
vived.) 
Adam Larmer (A/C) is currently in his 
second year at the University of 
Washington's PATP, recently per-
formed in the UW's production of 
Mephisto , and will be testing in knife 
in March. 
Ryan Spickard (A/C) recently chore-
ographed the fights for Seattle 
Shakespeare Company's production 
of King Lear. 
Bob Borwick (AA/C) recently fight 
directed Seattle dramatist Jeff 
Berryman's "prequel" to the myth of 
King Arthur, Arthur: The Begetting for 
Taproot Theatre; and will be perform-
ing in Taproot's upcoming production 
of Fools with his wife, Kelly Balch. In 
California, Bob taught stage combat 
workshops for Jordan and Terman 
Middle Schools, and served as fight 
director for San Francisco University 
High School's production of Can Can. 
Regional Reports 
Bob also served as fight director for 
Empty Space's production of 
1984.This spring Bob is teaching 
stage combat workshops at 
Northwest College and serving as 
adjunct faculty at Seattle Pacific 
University 
Jim Gall (A/C) will continue perform-
ing as Atticus in the Village Theatre's 
production of To Kill a Mockingbird 
through March 21st (www.villagethe-
atre.org) and was just cast in ACT 
Theatre's upcoming production of 
Black Coffee (April 2-May 2, 
www.acttheatre.org). 
Deb Fialkow (AA/C, NWRR) recently 
choreographed The Illusion for her 
alma mater, The Bush School, and 
Wild Goose Circus for University of 
Puget Sound . She was a Rumble in 
the Rockies Teaching Assistant with 
fellow AA/Cs Brian LeTraunik, Sandy 
Van Bremen Cohen, Al Foote and 
Andrea Dammerman. Deb will be 
performing in ACT Theatre's upcom-
ing productions of Eric Overmeyr's 
Alki (world premiere, June 4-27) and 
Enchanted April (Jule 16-August 8, 
acttheatre.org). Deb was recently in 
NYC and had the pleasure of seeing 
fellow AA/Cs Mark Mineart before he 
headed out to do a two city produc-
tion of Mr. Roberts (St. Louis and 
Cincinnati) and Robb Hunter (and 
lovely wife Michelle and daughter 
Sienna) who patiently guided her 
through her first visit to the arms and 
armor section of the Met (thanks!). 
Deb also got to catch up with fellow 
AA/C and Gimp Corner creator Anne 
Foldeak , who was recently out in 
Seattle on a visit. 
Kevin Inouye (AA/C) recently fin-
ished acting and singing in Momma 
Don't Hurt Me So Bad, choreograph-
ing fights for MacBeth with Ghost 
Light Theatricals, designing effects 
for Blasted with a Theatre Under the 
Influence, and is in pre-production for 
stunt work on Bullets, Blood, & A 
Fistful of Cash, a local feature-length 
action flick. His prop weapons rentals 
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are finally getting out there, and new 
toys are constantly being added to 
the rental website at www.nomad-
boi.com. This April he'll be heading 
on a long-overdue honeymoon, which 
will include scoping out the Royal 
Armory at Leeds, the Wallace 
Collection, and the Dodge's palace in 
Venice, amongst other less relevant 
pursuits. 
Ilene Fins (A/C)directed the opera 
DREAM OF ZEUS, which performs 
as part of the King County Cultural 
Performance Network on April 2 and 
3. She is also directing GEOGRA-
PHY CLUB, a staged reading for 
FringeACT in the Allen Theater April 2 
at 7:30 and April 4 at 6:30; and direct-
ed and choreographed HOLES at 
Bush School in February; and will be 
directing and choreographing CAP-
TAIN BLOOD for SGT drama school 
this summer with A/C Gordon 
Carpenter. 
Carol Roscoe (A/C)opens the one 
woman Shape of a Girl at the Seattle 
Children's Theatre February 27th 
(runs through March 28th , 
www.sct.org). She recently directly 
The Winter's Tale for Seattle Public 
Theatre, featuring A/C Evan 
Whitfield as Leontes. 
Lexington, VA 
Monalisa Arias (A/C) spent the sum-
mer fight choreographing, acting, and 
playing music in the productions 
Stonewall Country and A Midsummer 
Night's Dream, at Theatre at Lime 
Kiln in Lexington. She also enjoyed 
teaching stage combat to children at 
the Theatre's Kiln Camp, as well as 
giving an adult workshop. Monalisa 
also taught for Lexington's Fair for the 
Arts. Recently, she fight choreo-
graphed The Runaways, presented 
by St. Mark's players in Washington 
D.C. for which she received a 
WATCH nomination. Monalisa plans 
to attend the IACW in Vegas this 
summer. 
continued on page 12 
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Walla Walla, WA 
Jarrod Quon (Friend) recently per-
formed as Mr. Darcy in Whitman 
College's production of Pride and 
Prejudice. 
Willamette, OR 
A/Cs Jonathan Cole and Adam 
Saucy taught an Aikido-based knife 
and staff workshops at the KC/ACTF 
Northwest Drama Conference in 
Moscow, Idaho in mid-February. 
They also both attended the 2004 
Winter Wonderland Workshop. 
Chicago, IL: 
What: Rapier and Dagger and 
Unarmed (currently in 
progress) 
When: Sunday, April 4, at 11 :00 AM 
Where: The Actor's Gymnasium, 
927 Noyes Street, 
Evanston IL, 60201 
www.actorsgymnasium.com 
Adjudicator: Richard Ryan 
What: Single Sword and Unarmed 
( currently in progress) 
When: Friday, May 7, 9:00 AM-5:00 
PM (Single Sword at 9:00 
AM, Unarmed at 12:00 and 
3:00) 
Where: Roosevelt University, Miller 
Studio Theatre-9th floor, 
Wabash side. 
Adjudicator: Richard Ryan 
What: Knife 
When: Tentative adjudication on 
Sunday, June 13 
Where: The Actor's Gymnasium, 
927 Noyes Street, 
Evanston IL, 60201 
www.actorsgymnasium.com 
Adjudicator: TBA 
CT and Contact: Angela Bonacasa 
at goodhouse@hotplate.us 
Tm: CUTTING EDGE 
Regional Reports 
Attention SW Region 
Southwest Regional Representative final application 
due date is postmarked April 15th , 2004. Connect to 
the SAFD website to download application materials. 




What: Knife, Quarterstaff & 
Unarmed 
When: May 22nd, 2004, Evening 
Where: Denver, CO 
Adjudicator: Dale Girard 
CT and Contact: Geoffrey Kent, 303-
877 -2670 jefe@thefightguy.com 
Renewal info: Contact Geoff Kent. 
Seattle, WA: 
What: Smallsword 
When: Saturday, March 20th, 
time 10:45 a.m. 
Where: University of Washington, 
Hutchinson Hall, Room 202 
Adjudicator: Chuck Coyl 
CT and Contact: Geof Alm 425-483-
2857 
Renewal info: Contact Geof Alm 
What: Knife 
When: Sunday, March 21st, 
10:45 a.m. 
Where: Cornish College of the Arts, 
Raibeck Theatre 
Adjudicator: Chuck Coyl 
CT and Contact: Bob MacDougall 
206-789-1218 Clanrdmacd@aol.com 
Renewal info: Contact Bob 
MacDougall 
What: Broadsword, Unarmed, 
Rapier and Dagger 
When: Saturday, May 1st,, time TBA 
Where: Cornish College of the Arts, 
Raisbeck Theater 
Adjudicator: David Boushey 
CTs and Contacts: Geof Alm, Bob 
MacDougall 206-789-1218 
Clanrdmacd@aol. com 
THE CUTTING EDGE 
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS 
"THE VIRGINIA BEACH BASH" The Virginia Stage Combat Workshop 
Instructors: FM Richard Ryan, FM Dale Girard, FD/CT Mike Chin SAFD, FD/CT Scot Mann, FD/CT John 
McFarland, CT James Brown, CT Dr. Michael Kirkland. 
Location: Regent University Department of Theatre Arts 
When: March 20 & 21, 2004 
Cost: $235.00 General Registration 
$210.00 Early Registration (by March 7, 2004) 
$200.00 Union Membership (AEA; SAG;AFTRA-please xerox union card) 
$200.00 SAFD Membership 
$185.00 SAFD + Union Membership 
$110.00 One Day Registration 
$100.00 One Day Early Registration (By March 7, 2004) 
$ 90.00 One Day Union & SAFD Discount 
More info: Contact: Dr. Michael Kirkland 575-226-4730, michkir@regent.edu 
Website: www.Regent.edu 
*4 Interns Needed: Contact Workshop Coordinator* 
13TH ANNUAL STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOP@ LOUISIANA TECH 
Instructors: Multiple teachers from around the world 
Location: Ruston, LA 
When: April 9th thru 10th, 2004 
Cost: $100.00 ($125.00 after March 24th) 
To Register: (318) 257-2930 
More Info: mguinn@latech.edu 
Website: http://performingarts.latech.edu/theatre/scwweb/scw.html 
STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOPS AROUND THE WORLD 
THE PADDY IN OZ, 2004: "HISTORICAL FIGHTING AND PERFORMANCE" 
Instructors: Steven Hand (AUS), Ramon Martinez (USA), Brad Waller (USA), Tony Wolf (NZ), Peppe 
Ostennson (SWE), Robert Seale (CAN), Scott Witt (AUS). 
Location: University of Southern Queensland, Brisbane-Toowoomba, Australia 
When: July 12th to 17th, 2004 
Cost: TBA (Approx. $1000 AUS) 
More Info: rseale@iosp.org 
Website: http://www.usq.edu.au/transace/mcgregor/winter/paddyoz/ 
BASSC BRITISH NATIONAL STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOP 
Location: Islington Arts and Media Centre, Turle Road, London, N4 3LS 
When: August 2nd - 13th, 2004 
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Cost: £300. (Discount rate £270 - students, stage combat organization members, Equity, Shooting People) . This 
includes all test fees. 
More Info: info@bassc.org 
Website: www.bassc.org 
• The Basic Workshop will cover Rapier & Dagger and Unarmed Combat. 
• The Intermediate/Advanced Workshop will cover Smallsword and Quarterstaff. 
• In addition, for the first week only we will be running a non-certification module in Mass Battle. 
• Students will have the opportunity to take the BASSC Fight Performance Test. 
• There will be up to 7 hours of instruction daily by teachers certified by the BASSC or SAFD. 
• All weapons are provided. 
• Limited places available. 
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The Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Memorial Scholarship 
The Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Memorial Scholarship, is presented annually to a SAFD Friend, 
Actor/Combatant or Advanced Actor/Combatant in good standing who, in the opinion of the Governing Body, 
has shown themselves worthy of assistance in continuing their training. The scholarship, given in memory 
and honor of swashbuckling film star and SAFD Honorary Member, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. , will provide 
tuition and housing for attendance at the NSCW Actor/Combatant Workshop, Intermediate Actor/Combatant 
Workshop or Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop. 
A candidate for the Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Memorial Scholarship must be nominated by a member of the 
SAFD Governing Body, Fight Master, Fight Director or Certified Teacher. 
Nomination materials must include: 
1. Candidate's Letter of Intent 
2. Candidate's resume (curriculum vitae if applicable) 
3. Copies of any and all SAFD certificates 
4. Proof of membership (minimum of one year) 
5. Letter of recommendation from their petitioner and from one other party (teacher, director, etc.). 
Nominations for Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Memorial Scholarship candidates must send the above materials to 
the Secretary who shall submit them for review by the Governing Body. All nomination materials must be 
received no later than April 1, 2004. Late applications will not be considered. 
Please send applications to: 
Angela Bonacasa 
SAFD Secretary 
1714 W. Sunnyside #1 F 
Chicago, IL 60640 
The Secretary will notify the recipient of the scholarship award no later than the first of May. If there are 
any questions, please email them to secretary@safd.org. 
nw Scholarship Announcement 
In July of 2003, Fight Master Emeritus David L. Boushey created the Frances A. Boushey Teachers Training 
Memorial Scholarship. This scholarship will cover tuition for one lucky TTW candidate. 
For 2004, the inaugural year of the scholarship, Maestro Boushey himself will be selecting the recipient once 
the candidates are selected from the pool of applicants. For this reason, there is no application process in 
place for this year. 
For future TTWs, more specific application requirements will be announced. 
If there are questions, please contact Angela Bonacasa at secretary@safd.org. 
Upcoming SAFD Business Meeting 
The annual SAFD Business Meeting will be held the weekend of May 28 - 30 in Chicago. If you have some-
thing you want addressed by the Governing Body, please contact your member representative and ask them 
to add your issue to their agenda items. It is only with the continuing participation of the membership that 
the SAFD will grow and prosper. If you have questions about the meeting place and times, e-mail the pres-
ident's office at: president@safd.org 
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SAFD Membership APPiication/Annuai Dues Form 
Please complete the entire form. In order for the SAFD to maintain accurate records, it is important that all of your information in 
our database be current. You can either send in your payment with this form, or you may pay online with a credit card at 
www.safd.org. 
Reasons to join the SAFD: 
- Subscription to The Fight Master, a journal published twice yearly 
- Subscription to The Cutting Edge, our newsletter published bi-monthly 
c:,r Access to back issues of both publications and online discussions in the members only section at www.safd.org 
c:,r Discounts to national and regional stage combat workshops 
- The right to vote for members of the Executive Committee and Governing Body 
- And much, much more ... 
Status (Circle one): New Member Current Renewing Member Lapsed Renewing Member Gift* 
•1f giving a membership as a gift, please print your name here 
Please fill in the information for the gift receiver below. 
Amount Enclosed ($35.00/year USA, $40.00/year Outside USA) $ .00 Check# 
General Information 
Name (First, Ml, Last) Membership Level (circle one): 
Organization, Friend, Actor Combatant, Advanced Actor 
Combatant, Certified Teacher, Fight Director 
Address (Permanent): 
Home Phone: Cell Phone: 
Work Phone: Fax Number: 
Voicemail: Pager: 
E-mail Address(es): 
Website: Union Affiliations (SAG, AEA, etc.): 
University (name/address): 
Employer (name/address): 
Publications should be mailed to (please circle one): Permanent University Work 
I am interested in getting involved (circle any that apply): 
Material Donations - Merchandise - Grant Writing - Publicity/Promotion - Data Entry - Publications - All 
Current Skills Proficiency Test Results (Please list most recent SPT for each weapon) 




Rapier & Dagger 
Single Sword 
Small Sword 
Sword & Shield 
Unarmed 
Photocopy & Mail with payment to: 
SAFD 
1350 East Flamingo Road #25, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 
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Boonies: Keep Calling! 
To those who bravely picked up the phone and called without knowing who would answer and what exactly the call was 
to be about, I thank you. For those still unsure, let me attempt to clarify: you are calling Deb Fialkow, co-Editor of the 
Cutting Edge, Northwest Regional Rep, AA/C, generally friendly, though often hesitant as I pick up the receiver while try-
ing to figure out the area code of the incoming call. Over the past four years I have traveled around the country attend-
ing workshops, and it seems the moment I mention I am from Seattle, someone in the room asks if I know fellow 
Seattleite, Big Tall Jim Gall (yes, I do). These were folks from all over, and the connection was Boone. Now, we don't 
have Outdoor Dramas in the Pacific Northwest the likes of Boone, Blue Jacket or Tecumseh, so I wanted to find out 
more about them, and what the SAFD connection with such productions is currently and how that came about, and how 
the Boone experience has influenced professionally (and, to some degree, personally) current SAFD members. And I 
thought it might be interesting enough to share with the entire membership. So thank you who have already humored 
me, and to those who wish to do so, email is great (though I have very much enjoyed chatting with people - just please 
keep in mind I am on West Coast time) as are letters. Please consider including responses to the following: 
• Which season(s) were you involved in Boone? 
• In what capacity (performer, Fight Director, Adjudicator, effects, technical, production)? 
• Did you train and test? If so, who were your teachers and adjudicators? 
• What on the job training did you receive in action arts (pyro, firearms, falls, fights, fight captain, etc.)? 
• Did your experience with Boone influence any subsequent professional/training pursuits? 
• Other current SAFD members you worked with at Boone. 
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